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Data Capital, *noun*.

(1) A human-created resource that is naturally one capital.
(2) A digital, intangible capital form that claims to cover almost the digital part of all existing capital, from tangibles’ digital twin and intangibles’ measurable aspect, to financials.
(3) The strategic economic resources for the data economy.
(4) A parasitic economic logic to develop new forms of business that serve the industries within the first three categories of Fisher-Clark’s classification.
(5) An intangible wealth marked by concentrations of information, knowledge, and wisdom unprecedented in human history.
(6) A possible sovereign power that is subordinated to modern global architecture but has no physical boundaries.
(7) The origin of a decentralized instrumentation power that asserts dominance over society and brings the opportunities for market democracy.
Abstract

What is the next grand impetus that injects into economic globalization? Big societal problems and other transformations ushered in the digital era lie at the heart of economics. But satisfactory answers have been hard to find for lack of research across disciplinary divides. In Data Capital, Chunlei Tang, Ph.D., lets data speak for itself ranging in data nature, to uncover how the features make a data-rich economy fundamentally different from the previous ones. Her findings will transform debate and set the agenda for the next strategic economic development plan about globalization. Tang shows that data capital as a human-created resource is naturally a capital that will reshape the world economy throughout the next decades. Understanding the importance of data as natural capital is vital in order to counteract and balance dangerous inequities in the future as decentralized instrumentations of power assert dominance over society. Because a decentralized instrumentation power asserting dominance over society will bring the opportunities for curbing dangerous inequalities in the future. As a work for originality and rigor, Data Capital: How Data is Reinventing Capital for Globalization presents possible scenarios for what a data product-rich world might be like and reorients our understanding of economic future.
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